
Challenge: 
Despite their profound technical expertise and vital services, BL King's marketing efforts were

unfocused and lacked a strategic foundation. The company struggled to convey its unique selling points

and the specific benefits it provided to government contractors. This lack of clarity and direction in their

marketing strategy hindered BL King's ability to attract and engage their ideal clients.

The process began with an in-depth discovery phase, where Megan engaged with BL King's team to

understand their services, challenges, and aspirations. Through a series of interviews and collaborative

sessions, MKC Agency identified key differentiators and crafted a marketing plan that highlighted BL King's

expertise in cybersecurity and compliance, addressing the unique needs of government contractors.

MKC Agency's plan included targeted campaigns, refined messaging, and strategic content marketing

efforts aimed at demonstrating BL King's value proposition. Additionally, MKC Agency facilitated the

enhancement of BL King's partnership with their existing marketing agency, ensuring the implementation of

the plan was seamless and effective.

BL King, a leading IT services provider

specializing in government contracting, faced a

pivotal challenge in marketing their unique value

proposition. With a deep understanding of the

complexities surrounding IT infrastructures,

cybersecurity, and regulatory compliance, BL

King sought to distinguish itself in a crowded

market and effectively communicate its

expertise to potential clients.

BL King turned to MKC Agency, drawn by Megan Killion's renowned expertise in the MSP industry

and her ability to craft tailored marketing strategies. MKC Agency's approach was to develop a

comprehensive 90-day marketing plan that included defining clear goals, buyer personas, and

messaging strategies. This plan was designed to not only align with BL King's business

objectives but also to resonate with their target audience in the government contracting sector.
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The collaboration with MKC Agency marked a turning point for BL King. The strategic marketing plan led to a

better utilization of their marketing budget, significantly increasing their meeting bookings and overall brand

positioning. BL King's targeted messaging now clearly communicates their specialized services, setting them

apart in the competitive landscape of IT services for government contractors.

Increased Engagement: BL King reported a notable uptick in

qualified leads and meetings, attributing this success to the

precision and appeal of their revamped marketing efforts.

Enhanced Brand Recognition: With a clear and compelling marketing

message, BL King has solidified its reputation as a trusted IT and

cybersecurity partner for government contractors.

Strategic Partnership: The ongoing support and insights from MKC

Agency continue to fuel BL King's marketing initiatives, fostering a

relationship that extends beyond a one-time project.

"The 90 Day Marketing Plan was EXACTLY what I needed to make use of my existing

marketing budget and agency. MKC Agency's expertise and tailored approach have

not only transformed our marketing strategy but have also empowered us to better

serve our clients in the government contracting sector. Megan has gone so far as

to send me videos explaining steps of the sales process I was struggling with. She

is supportive, available, knowledgeable and kind"

Conclusion:
BL King's partnership with MKC Agency exemplifies the

transformative power of a strategic, well-executed

marketing plan. By aligning their marketing efforts with their

unique strengths and the specific needs of their target

audience, BL King has elevated its position in the market,

ensuring their valuable IT services reach and resonate with

the government contractors who need them most.

Results:

Get Started with MKC Agency
Ready to elevate your MSP or Telco to new heights?

 Let's discuss your growth goals and how our tailored

packages can be the catalyst. Reach out to us today!

Contact MKC Agency at:

407-706-4700

sales@mkcagency.com

mkcagency.com
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